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Directions for the teacher: 

Students may be familiar with the game Jeopardy. This game is based on that concept. Explain 

that they will be creating hints in sentence form, and answers will be stated in question form. 

Verbs will be in the simple present to reflect what is true all the time. 

 

STEP 1 – On the board write the names of five or six categories for factual information.*  Target 

information that reflects your students’ interests. Suggestions: 

Famous Landmarks 

Forms of Exercise 

Dangerous Jobs 

Musical Instruments 

Foods Eaten in Most Countries 

Things Found in Nature 

 

*For larger classes, you can add more categories and/ or have students work in small groups in 

Step 2. The idea is to have enough categories for pairs or small groups of students to write hints 

for. For example, list of six categories is enough for a class of twelve working in pairs. A list of 

five categories could work for a class of fifteen working in small groups of three. 

 

STEP 2 – Have students work in teams, either as pairs or small groups. Assign a category to each 

team. Give each team five index cards. On each card the students must write one item in their 

category. (Example: Forms of Exercise > cycling) On the opposite side of the card should be a 

hint for other students to use in order to guess the word. (Example: Forms of Exercise > cycling 

= Hint: Riders go on two wheels over the ground.) The hint should be one sentence long and 

have at least one verb in the simple present. 

 

STEP 3 – Round 1. Two teams should combine, so that two categories are represented in each 

new group.  The two teams will take turns reading hints from their cards. If a team can guess 

the word, they get to keep the card. (Example: Forms of Exercise > cycling = Hint: Riders go on 

two wheels over the ground. > Answer: What is cycling?) A hint can be read a second time, but 

only after all other items are guessed. If additional hints are needed, they must be given in the 

simple present. At the end of each round, the two teams should switch sets of cards. 

 

STEP 4 – Additional rounds. Have teams pair up in new combinations so that students can be 

exposed to new categories. The game continues until students have heard all the hints for all 

the categories created. 


